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NOT GOING 10 
LEAVE US BEHIND, 

ARE YOU 

MIND OUT 
FOR THOSE, BY 
THE Wav, THEYRE 

T COLLECTED THEM ALL, 
THAT 1S. gg THEM INA 

MUCH SareR 
PLACE 
Now 



WELL OMNI, 

aS wate 
WHO YOU'RE CALLING: 



“WHEN I BROKE THE SPEED 
OF SOLIND, THE BONIC BOOM y | emasHen THE TREAD HILL 

if CHANGED ME AND THE ACCIDEN! 
FP ENDED UP WITH A TOTALLY COOL 
STREAMLINED NEW IMAGE...’ 

\ ~ 
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STC REVIEWERS THIS ISSUE 
Tony Takoushi & David Gibden. 

Bubsy Is a game that, according to its 
publisher Accolade, is '.set to 

fonge Sonic’. instead of Being a 
\dgehog, the hera is 8 mighty goo! 

at (oF Bobeat, a8 Accolade soem to 

ot teen ULTIMATE SOCCER 
ve the Earth trom evil enemies such 

— epi ame te ee game type: SOCCER er) 
through {Cavs whith ae diided 1-8 PLAYERS 
nto five different worlds. Cer: eo 

As with al felines, Bubsy has rine 
ives, which can be Increased by 

lecting shirts (of the °T' varlety) foccccccoo Et | 
Those lives are ded as it's het 

ry easy {0 lose one by being 4 ithe impli full- carsless. Gaining extra points RAVES GRAVES ff "sit "oe blown footy : er game 

Bit of a landmark this. 

ravolves collecting balls of yarn which Nery 
are placed throughout the le ‘ tenn Tie 

The graphics and animatl 
rb - the backgrounds e' 

contain animated watertalls. 8 iineis aus 

Ther is the pti tos 
players utilising the new Sega Multi- 
{ap pad which allows up to four 
players on one joypad port. 

Ils a very flexible game. You can 
even make Bubsy go set the time for each half, weather 
opie veneers ‘conditions, countries to play, 

himsolt is particularly 
with Jots of humour added; when he 
enters a water chute is eyes nearly 
come out with te 
brillant! Some chutes 

whole screen twisting 
around! 

The much-hyped 

Se eeenectoane ter gameplay is very fast and Bubsy is good and : 1s have not been #1 Sane 
varied, Though it is fun 

m piercing re 
doesn't seum to als. 
ee "The only real criticism of Uitima RAVES GRAVES 
ay Balada ase Soccer is the play ph si i 

ation ploy it you ask me. 
At the ond of the day, Sonie 2 

i the Detter game with faster 
speed and superior design 
However, Bubsy is weil worth a 

tet pater gee =D : ! 75% 
forit!- 

1 e bottom tine is tha Ultimate 
Soccer is ! far the best ye! game 
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DARK SONIC! 
Can this be the world 

hedgehog? 
t evil blue 

Codemasters look to the stars for new game 

Deep in the heart of Planet Linoleum is a wild alien who is 
prove the Earth's existence! Meet Cosmic Spacehead, the alier 

tourist, who will be beaming down to @ Sega system nea 

Cosmic Spacehead is the third Sega offering trom game! 
masters, and follows on from the high a 

Micro Ma ty ed as 8 mix e 
and arcade action, the game's graphics will refle 
4 type of cartoon art sen in the 19508. 
be visiting three main locations on the way to Earth: Planet 

Linoleum, Detroitica (a vehicle fa na lone asteroid) and a space 
station, Each destination will contain many smaller a ic can 
interact with other characters ané manipulate obje 

Astro-car racing and robot attacks are just two of the 32 
ction sequences featured and which must be completed in order to trave 

between the adventure = 

programme due to be 
broadcast in October 
Coumle Spacene 

9 du out in November 
for the Master System, 
Moga Drive and Game 
Goat, Wa 



Dinosaurs bring big features to 
GG and MCD 

ate 

ECCO JOINS BAYWATCH 



Tue city 

ENTY TO 
OUR WAY 

TOTAL THE GEEKS, BANANAS! 
HIT THEM WITH THE BAZOOKA! 



| BANANAS, YOU ALMOST-~_ RU 

a 

HE'S BEEN 
TAKEN OUT! 

MAX! TAKE CARE OF THE GEEK WITH THE y e.. 
AUTOMATIC ! f -~ 

/ == ies 
KEEP AWAY FROM ME! 

(MEAN IT! 

@® ha 
. by — 7 

Sa 



U WARNED YOu! ) 

N 

g _ MOVING IN 
Im SLOW MOTION ! 

HMM. GHEGK 
THIS BABY OUT, 
BLAZE - 

RECKON WE 
GOULD HAVE SOME 
FUN WITH THIS 



RUN FOR 
a YOUR LIVES! 

OKAY, BLAZE, \ 
FLOOR IT! 



= MILLIONS —~ 

“MILLIONS OF DOLLARS’ 
WORTH OF DRUGS 

~-ALL UP IN SMOKE! 

YOU NEEDN'T 
HAVE 

BOTHERED, 
1lor! 

PLEASE, MISTER HAWK =~ 
THERE WAS NOTHING WE 
COULD DO! 

THEY JUST BURST 
IN AND, LIKE, NUKED THE PLAGE! 
| WAS LUCKY TO GET OUT ALIVE: 

MAX HATCHET |S RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THIS --1 GAN SMELL HIM! 

THAT EX-COP IS A THORN IN 
MY SIDE ONGE AGAIN ~~ 

-AFTER ALL THESE YEARS ~~ NEXT ISSUE: THE NINJAS STRIKE 



STAGE 1 
Keep going right (don't jemp going 
through the quicksané or you may 
colige with a bat) until you reach & 
spring. Jump on and climd along the 
rope. Drop te the ground and 
continge right. 

STAGE 2 
Walk right, staying on tne ground 
until you come to a dead-end. Jump 
up, go right and wait for the ball 
and chain. Jump onto the ball and 
continue right 

STAGE 3 
Go right ang wait on the e¢ge. Jump 
onto the ball ang chain, get onto 
56 walk across the logs. Jump on 
the switch, go up the tree and jump 
onto the moving platform. Jump 
right ang onte the fog. Run right, 
watching out for the 
falling logs. Jump to the ground and 
continge right. 

STAGE 4 
Fall to the ground, go right jumping 
across the platforms, go up and 
enter the trae lilt. Go right and up 
inte another one. Go left, fall down 
3 platforms and jump onto the bail 
and chain. Fall off and eater a tree 
Lift. Jump left onto a moving 
platform. Jump off and kill the 
Bivedird. Jump down onto a log and 
sak right avoiding the crushing 
fogs. Jump up, go right, up and lett 
Jump up the platforms to enter a litt 
pointing lett. Go right, up and onte 
the ball ané chain, Ge lett to 
another ift and fall down to ond 

BOSS LEVEL 2 
Get onto the rotating wheel, Stay on 
the top box by repeatedly jumping 
‘onto the next box coming round: if 
the Doctor jumps out of the Dex 
you'll hit him. Repeat this and you 
should hit the Doctor 
enough times to win! 



STAGE 1 
Go right until you reach a dead-end. You'll fall down and land on a store in the lava, Jump and 
continue right. Jump on a stone in the lava. Once it rises to the top. go right thea jump onto @ moving 
brick platform. Go to the top, Jett, through the spikes and chains, continue left and jump on a stone 
in the tava. When it si 

STAGE 2 
Walk tight. Jump up onto some bricks. Keep 
jumping up as fast as possible until you reach the 
top or the lava will catch up! Run lett to end. 

BOSS LEVEL 4 
dump up onto the higher platforms then onto Dr 
Slicer, Don't stand for too long or Plucky Duck 
will nit you. Repeating this with care shoulé get 
you to level 8 

a and sim right 

he crack ght, Jump 0 

STAGE 1 
Walk right, up, jump lett onte the moving 
plationm, jump up, jump up the stairs with 
spikes when the bottom set goes in. Jump on 
the platform going up, right, wait for the robot 
to fall, then right, up, up, uP, wp, up, avoid the 
‘lectric around the platforms. Get onto the 

a barrel, op 
he deck and Jett. Fall through the floor ané 9) 
8 wotil you re 

ber hole, Gown to the sett and 
Montana Max comes 

jump left and wait for another stone to rise. Continue left and down, 

e. 

LOVE. § BOSS | with 

tt, Jump onto the mast and righ 

ha barrol, Posh it left, clim 
un to the IK d 

p, run and jump on dim then get back 
Rus ight, op 

Kaep 
doing this to ¢eteat him 

static platform and keep going 
‘up until you reach some springs. 
er 
Buster into the spring so he tires 
right, Continue right, go down to 
the very bottom. 

STAGE 2 
Jomp on the platform, go right 
get to the top of the platforms. 
Go left across the bal! and 
Chain. Jump down onto a 

latfore and left, up and right 
avoiding being crusted, Jump up 
and go right through the wall for 

an extra life, bell ané heart, Go lett, jump up 
and right to the eng, Fall down some slopes, 
jump in a train ang left, 

STAGE 3 
Walk right to the end. Jump up for an extra tite 
Get down and jump up at the next opening. Go 
lett and up at the third opening. Go right and 

spe eugebage tes’ 

Fall eff the right onto the water, Swim to the 
bottom, then right vntil yow teack » wall which 
stretches to the serface. Swim to the too, 
through the Dall and chain, down and past the 
springs: 

Go right wntil you come 10 8 strotch of spikes 
Jump to the top of the snow platforms, jump on 
the coluds and right (be caretul on the 
disappearing clouds), Drop down, collect the 
extra life and left 

‘Another easy one: Left to right 

Go right (be 
caratul of the 
sinking and moving 
plattorms). Go 
down the right 

you wil hit th 
spikes. Pick up an 
extra lite jus 
before the 2od 

Nasty one, this. Try and keep away from thi 
vacuum cleaner. As $008 as the suction stops 
get on the platform, jumping onte Dr Splicer 
Repeat this to defeat him. 

up at the second opening, Enter the IN door on 
‘the lett. Walk right across the platforms and up 
onto & moving one. Jump onto the cog wheel 
and keep running in the opposite direction 
ump lett, wp, up, walt for the cog whee! ther 
jump right, right, right ané up oato a moving 
platform. Walk left across the ball and chains 
to the IN door. Jump on the ball. Wher you 
‘each the top, jump on the switch then right 
across the cisappearing platforms, Go right, 
{il down just past the 2 crushing wheels. Go 
fight and up. Ture on the switch and got back 
‘6p. Continue right to ond. 

FINAL BOSS 
Poor old Buster has serious girl trouble in this 
final level. Run like mad to the right. If Eimy 
Gets t00 close, jump lett over her, jump back 
and continue running, This will put some 
distance between you 

Congratulations, thats it! You've done it 
\ nope? 
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SPEEDLINES\S) 

Hebet With ff Lause] 

Dear 8TC, 
Sonic The Comic \s great! | know | haven't got 

any of the systems like the GG or MO but ! collect 
Sonic stvlf. My Dad to STC and may 
buy me a Mega Drive for my birthday in August. | 
ould like another badge to add to my collection see 
Pau! Bowman, High Wycombe, Bucks. Sonic maint 

Paul, 90 more badges for now. 
er, you are one of the first 

Boomers in the known universe to 
win one of the fad new Sonic Water Fun 

Gomes! By the way, | hope you got your Me 
Drive. 

8 = 

Tomy Care Line ax 3782 

Dear Magadroid. 
How does it + coal 

urate, Your com 
a those DC comics « and 
cheaper! Hl the nent issue, One of my 
favourite games is Street Fighter Il, so could yo 

Stroet Fighter Il comic strip 

8 the pants 
can't wait 

Andrew Shi 

know a cool de 
¢ Deve dit for the re 

They're not bad, | seppose, considering 
As for Street Fighter 

or Streets of Rage 

Wkeston, Derbyshi 
winner 

Hey, Andrew, my friend! You cert 
id when you see one 

A 

hay wore done by hume 
1H, what do you think of 



YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT! 

DATA STRI 
Sonic The Comi 

WHO ARE YOU? 

HOT-SHOTS ONLY! 

READ THE FULL STUNNING 
STORY IN THE NEXT 
SENSATIONAL STC! 

WONDER BOY - THE BIG FINISH! 

STREETS OF RAGE, KID CHAMELEON 
AND LOTS MORE! 

ON SALE SATURDAY 
SEPTEMBER 18TH 


